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Focus of Learning 
Walk 

To observe an online safety meeting and how they were planning to promote 
this during online safety week. 

 
 

 

Relevant 
information read 
prior to Learning 
Walk 

I read the online safety policy and has access to the online safety file in school. 
 
 
 

Background  I have recently taken over the role as Online safety Governor and I was keen 
to see how the staff involved children.  
 
 

Method When arriving I had a brief chat with Miss Kerr the staff online safety officer 
about what she was planning to do in the meeting with the children. Miss Kerr 
explained that the committee had representatives from each year group, and 
they were chosen as they showed an interest or had experienced some 
difficulties around the subject. 
After this I observed the children having their committee meeting with Miss 
Kerr. 

Observations The children discussed the topic which Miss Kerr mentioned which was 
consent, the children had discussions around an assembly they would be 
doing in front of the whole school and parents during online safety week. Miss 
Kerr shared with the children a proposed assembly they moved through each 
slide discussing and answering questions. The group had children aged from 
4-11 years old and I was blown away by the children’s understanding of the 
topic and could evidently see that this wasn’t something that was only 
discussed in their meetings it was discussed in their classroom as well. One 
particular older boy who was aged 10 answered a question with great detail 
and an in-depth knowledge of how people give their consent and why it’s 
important. A huge credit to Miss Kerr how she challenged the children 
appropriately and skilfully handled delicate subjects with a vast age range. 
The children in the group were very keen to show their findings to the rest of 
the school and highlight to their peers why consent was very important even 
at such a young age. 
 

Link to School 
Development Plan 

This subject links really well to the governor development plan as I really got 
to hear the children’s opinions. 
 
 



Conclusion I was amazed with the children’s knowledge of the subject across the age 
range of 4-11 years and the children’s desire to share the importance of 
consent with not just their peers but their families. It really highlighted for me 
the lack of knowledge I have as a parent and I’m sure most parents would 
agree this also. The school are educating the children and sharing on a regular 
basis about new threats or websites etc that are being used by children I just 
hope that ALL parents read this invaluable information and share it with their 
friends and family to keep all our children safe online.  
 
 

Recommendations A parent information session each year in September about online safety to 
educate parents of the risks and the school to continue to share information 
with parents about threats, new games etc. as to me this is invaluable. 

 
 
 

 


